INSTRUCTIONS

DEALER INSTRUCTIONS - REAR ELECTRIC LIFT AP59

LIFT POWER CORD WIRING

The power cord and receptacle for the rear electric lift is a permanent installation that is made in the rear battery box compartment as follows:

1. Remove rear battery hold-down and plastic battery cover.
2. Thread cord over the right battery box cover hinge, then through the battery box end opening under the cover. This allows the cord to hang out the right side so it will not be pinched when the cover is opened or closed.
3. Attach power cord wires as illustrated in Figure 1. Observe color coding for connections.
4. Replace plastic battery cover so power cord exits cutout on right side. Be sure fuse holder is outside the cover for accessibility.
5. Place power cord clamp on cord and secure it as shown when replacing the rear-most battery hold down. Before tightening, fully adjust cord in clamp for maximum length outside of tractor.

RETAINING PIN INSTALLATION

Mount the lift at the rear of the tractor in the normal fashion making sure it is flush with the tractor frame. Along its forward edge between the mounting arms is a 3/8-inch hole located on the welded angle iron. Mark the location of this hole on the rear edge of the tractor frame and remove the lift. Drill a 3/8-inch hole in the frame so it will align with the corresponding hole in the lift weldment.

Figure 1. Power Cord Wiring.